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Reputation promise
The Auditor-General of South Africa (AGSA) has a constitutional
mandate and, as the supreme audit institution (SAI) of South Africa,
exists to strengthen our country’s democracy by enabling oversight,
accountability and governance in the public sector through auditing,
thereby building public confidence.
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Role of the AGSA in the reporting process
Our role as the AGSA is to reflect on the audit work performed to assist the
portfolio committee in its oversight role of assessing the performance of the
entities taking into consideration the objective of the committee to
produce a Budgetary review and recommendations report (BRRR).
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The AGSA’s Public Audit Act
Promise and Focus
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Our annual audit examines three areas

1

FAIR PRESENTATION AND
RELIABILITY OF FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

2

RELIABLE AND CREDIBLE
PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
FOR PREDETERMINED
OBJECTIVES
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COMPLIANCE WITH KEY
LEGISLATION ON FINANCIAL
AND PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT
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Unqualified opinion with no findings
(clean audit)

Auditee:
• produced credible and reliable financial
statements that are free of material
misstatements
• reported in a useful and reliable manner on
performance as measured against predetermined
objectives in the annual performance plan (APP)
• complied with key legislation in conducting their
day-to-day operations to achieve their mandate

Financially unqualified opinion with
findings

Auditee produced financial statements without material
misstatements or could correct the material misstatements,
but struggled in one or more area to:
• align their performance reports to the predetermined
objectives they committed to in their APPs
• set clear performance indicators and targets to measure
their performance against their predetermined objectives
• report reliably on whether they achieved their
performance targets
• determine the legislation that they should comply with
and implement the required policies, procedures and
controls to ensure compliance
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Qualified opinion
Auditee:
• had the same challenges as those with unqualified opinions with findings but, in
addition, they could not produce credible and reliable financial statements
• had material misstatements on specific areas in their financial statements, which
could not be corrected before the financial statements were published.

Adverse opinion
Auditee:
• had the same challenges as those with qualified opinions but, in addition, they had
so many material misstatements in their financial statements that we disagreed
with almost all the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements

Disclaimed opinion
Auditee:
• had the same challenges as those with qualified opinions but, in addition, they
could not provide us with evidence for most of the amounts and disclosures
reported in the financial statements, and we were unable to conclude or express
an opinion on the credibility of their financial statements
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The 2016-17 audit outcomes and
key messages
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Audit outcomes over the past four years
17%
SALGA

17%
SALGA

Three year trend –
Compliance with key legislation

20%
SALGA

17%
SALGA

Unqualified
with
no findings

50%
SALGA,
DTA, CRL

67%
MISA
DTA
MDB
CRL

33%
MISA
MDB

17%
DCoG

17%
DCoG

2016-17

2015-16

1

83%
DCoG
MISA
DTA
MDB
CRL

80%
CoGTA
MISA
MDB
CRL

Qualified
with findings
Adverse
with findings
Disclaimed
with finding

2

• The portfolio’s overall outcomes improved as a result of DTA and CRL
achieving financially unqualified audit outcomes with no material findings
on compliance with legislation and predetermined objectives (clean
audits).
• MISA and MDB consistently achieved unqualified audit outcomes with
material findings on compliance and/or predetermined objectives over
the period.
• DCoG again received a qualified audit opinion on goods and services
as well as accruals and payables not recognised. Further DCOG had
material findings on both compliance with legislation and predetermined
objectives.
2016-1
PFMA

With no
material findings

33%
DCoG
MDB

2016-17
2015-16
2014-15
…. compliance with
key legislation and….

• Compliance with legislation in the portfolio remains
a concern as three out of six entities still have
material non compliance with findings.
• Material adjustments had to be effected to AFS
submitted for audit at MISA and DCoG.
• Inadequate compliance monitoring resulted in noncompliance with SCM legislation especially due to
poorly motivated deviations and contract
management at MISA and MDB whereas the CWP
procurement remains problematic at DCOG.

With
material findings

50%
SALGA
DTA
CRL

67%
SALGA
DTA
CRL
MISA

83%
DCoG
DTA
MISA
MDB
CRL

50%
DCoG
MISA
MDB

2013-14

To improve/maintain the overall audit
outcomes, financial statements processes,

67%
SALGA
DTA
CRL
MISA
83%
DCoG,
DTA
MISA
MDB
CRL

Audits
outstanding

2014-15

17%
SALGA

50%
SALGA
DTA
CRL

Unqualified
with findings

Three-year trend –
Quality of annual
performance plans

Outstanding
audits

2016-17
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50%
DCoG
MISA
MDB

2015-16

33%
DCoG
MDB

2014-15

--------------------------------------------------

Four year trend –
Overall audit outcomes

Three year trend –
Quality of submitted
annual performance reports

50%
SALGA
DTA
CRL

50%
SALGA
DTA
CRL

50%
DCoG
MISA
MDB

50%
DCoG
MISA
MDB

2016-17

2015-16

67%
SALGA
DTA
CRL
MDB

33%
DCoG
MISA

2014-15

…. performance planning and reporting must
be improved by….

• The quality of the annual performance plans for the entities
improved due to MISA having no material findings on usefulness
• SALGA, DTA and CRL consistently provided quality annual
performance plans that had no material findings on usefulness
however DCoG has not yet addressed some of the issues that they
have with regards to the some of the indicators being useful –
specifically relating to “monitoring, support and work opportunities”.
• Reliable reporting of achievements remains a concern at MISA and
DCOG and focused attention is required to ensure that all reported
achievements can be appropriately substantiated.

No APR/
late submitted
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Audit outcomes in the current year - continued
Assurance providers per level

Improved
SALGA

MDB

CRL

DTA

MISA

DCoG

Status of Key controls

Stagnant

Senior
management

First
level

Regressed

LEADERSHIP

Good
4

Third
level

Second
level

- Effective leadership
- Oversight responsibility
- Effective HR management
- Policies and procedures
- Audit Action plans
- ICT governance
FINANCIAL AND
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
- Proper record keeping
- Daily and monthly controls
- Regular, accurate & complete finanial and
- Review and monitor compliance
- Design and Implement IT controls
GOVERNANCE
- Risk management
- Internal Audit
- Audit committee

Concerning

Focused interventions and commitments are required in order to improve the current status of the
overall audit outcomes. DCoG, MISA and MDB must enhance controls to prevent irregular
expenditure, whilst DCoG and MISA also need to strengthen key controls pertaining to
performance information to address the material findings on the usefulness and/or reliability of
performance information. The key controls relating to financial and performance management at
DCoG must be improved as a matter of urgency to move the department from a qualification to an
unqualified audit outcome. Leadership is to ensure that adequate oversight is performed and that
action plans are appropriate to address the root causes identified. Such action plans are to be
monitored and effectively assessed on an ongoing basis so as to ensure timely action can be
taken if progress is not being made / action plans are inadequate.

DCoG / MISA / MDB

CRL / DTA /
SALGA

DCoG /
MISA / MDB

Executive
authority

DTA / CRL / MDB / SALGA

Internal
audit unit

DTA / CRL / SALGA

DCoG /
MISA
DCoG /
MISA / MDB

Audit
committee
Portfolio
committee
Provides
Provides
Provides limited/
Not
some
assurance assurance no assurance Vacancy established

Intervention required

… providing attention to the key controls by…

Accounting
officer/authority

CRL / DTA /
SALGA

5

… the key role players as part of their role in combined assurance

The level of assurance provided by senior management, accounting officers/authorities and
the Executive Authority has improved. Efforts in developing and implementing post audit
action plans to address audit findings at CRL and DTA are commended, although the
adequacy and implementation of DCoG, MISA and MDB’s action plans remain questionable
due to the stagnation in the audit outcome. Internal audit and audit committees have
contributed towards improved key controls however these governance structures must
continue to place intense focus on driving improvement in key controls with the objective of
moving the DCoG, MISA and MDB towards clean audit outcomes.
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Performance management linked to
programmes/ objectives tested & key
projects audited
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Quality of APP and analysis of expenditure per programme vs performance
achievements – Department of Cooperative Governance
Programmes
Programme 1Administration

Budgeted
Material
amount
Usefulness Reliability adjustments (R ‘000)

Spent
amount
(R ‘000)

No. of No. of targets
%
targets achieved or
%
Spending planned overachieved Achievement
Per the APR of the department:
“There were no APP targets and indicators in the financial under review.
The Department has in the 2017/18 financial included a target in the APP.”

Not audited Not audited

N/A

R271 245

R267 266

98.5%

Programme 2Regional and Urban
Not audited Not audited
Development and
Legislative Support

N/A

R357 390

R320 969

89.8%

2

0

0%

Programme 3Institutional
Development

Material
findings

Material
findings

No

R68 113 231 R66 163 451

97.1%

9

9

100%

Programme 4National Disaster
Management Centre

No
material
findings

No
material
findings

N/A

R591 492

R295 282

49.9%

2

2

100%

Programme 5-Local
Government Support
and Intervention
Management

Material
findings

Material
findings

No

R497 363

R434 166

87.3%

3

3

Programme 6Community Works
Programme

Material
findings

Material
findings

No

R3 191 185

R2 371 096

74,3%

5

5

100%

R73 021 906 R69 852 230 95.7%

21

19

90%

Totals

100%
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Quality of APP and analysis of expenditure per programme vs performance
achievements – Department of Traditional Affairs
Programmes
Programme 1Administration

Budgeted
Material
amount
Usefulness Reliability adjustments (R ‘000)
Not audited Not audited

Spent
amount
(R ‘000)

No. of No. of targets
%
targets achieved or
%
Spending planned overachieved Achievement

N/A

R37 489

R35 987

96%

1

1

Programme 2Research, Policy
and Legislation

No
material
findings

No
material
findings

N/A

R13 555

R12 846

94,8%

7

6

Programme 3Institutional
Development and
Capacity Building

No
material
findings

No
material
findings

N/A

R82 954

R81 821

98,6%

11

11

R130 654 97.5%

19

18

Totals

R133 998

100%
86%

100%

95%
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Key projects selected as part of the statutory audit
The CWP Programme was selected as the key project as part of the statutory audit in the current financial year. The spending on
the programme is at 74%

Key findings
Achievement of planned
targets – projects

100% (5)

•

The department is still in the process of being able to account for CWP
assets, assets to the value of R23,83 million was still under
investigation.

•

Lack of supporting evidence provided for the project management fees
paid to the Implementing Agents.

•

There were no reconciliations performed between the CWP MIS, BAS
and the Standard Bank account, therefore the department can not fairly
present potential liabilities with regards to wage costs (participants that
might not have been paid for work performed).

•

Continuous non-compliance with SCM laws and regulations relating to
all the CWP related procurement.

•

CWP related targets were not measurable as work opportunities were
not appropriately defined.

Targets achieved
Targets not achieved/
not evaluated
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CWP Project

Programme 6

Budget
vs
Spending

Financial
Management
(AFS)

• Annual Appropriation:
R3,191 billion

No sub supporting
evidence provided for
project management
fees that were
charged by the
implementing agents.

• Actual Expenditure:
R2,371 billion
• Unspent Budget:
R820 million

Pre-determined
Objectives

Compliance

Irregular expenditure on
the programme incurred
in the current financial
year amounts to
R322 436 521. This is
amongst others due to the
contracts previously
awarded to the
Implementing Agents (IA)
being classified as
irregular expenditure.

Planned targets for the
project were not
measurable as work
opportunities were not
appropriately defined.
Therefore resulting in
material findings on the
reliability of reported
achievements.

• The underspending was due to a delay in approval of the Standard Operating Procedures for CWP procurement for implementing agents.
• There was no sub supporting evidence provided for the project management fees that were charged by the implementing agents and therefore resulting in the
programme being qualified on the management fees.
• DCoG is still in the process of approving asset management (with the assistance of consultants) and therefore a substantial amount of assets were disclosed as
under investigation.
• The irregular expenditure was due to contracts previously awarded to the implementing agents being classified as irregular as well as CWP procurement by
implementing agents not being done in accordance with SCM laws and regulations.
• The fact that the term “work opportunities” is not properly defined was reported previously as well, unfortunately this was reported again as a material finding on the
performance of predetermined objectives for the CWP. This should be addressed as a matter of urgency due to this potentially undermining and casting a doubt on
the credibility of achievements reported on the CWP.

Material
findings / concerns noted

2016-17 PFMA

No material
findings / concerns noted
No material
findings reported

Material
findings reported
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Compliance with legislation and quality of financial statements
Figure 2: Qualification areas over two years

33% (DCoG / MISA)

X

DCoG

X

201516

X

DTA

50% (DCoG / MISA / MDB)
83% (DCoG / MISA / MDB / CRL / DTA)

CRL
MDB

Management of procurement and/
or contracts

SALGA
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------50% (DCoG / MISA / MDB)

33% (DCoG / MISA)

Figure 3: Auditees who avoided qualifications due to the correction of material
misstatements during the audit
Outcome
Outcome if
after corrections
NOT corrected

Consequence management

2016-17
17% (DCoG)

2015-16

X

MISA

Prevention of unauthorised, irregular and/
or fruitless and wasteful expenditure

2016-17

Movable assets

201617

Auditee

201516

33% (DCoG / MISA)

201617

Goods and Services

Accruals /
Commitments

201617

Material misstatements in submitted
annual financial statements

201516

Figure 1: Findings on compliance with
key legislation – all auditees

Improved

33%
(2)

Stagnant

67%
(4)

Regressed

83%
(5)
17%
(1)

With no material misstatements

With material misstatements
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Unauthorised, irregular as well as fruitless and wasteful expenditure disclosed in the
financial statements
2016-17
Definition
Expenditure
not in
accordance
with the
budget vote/
overspending
of budget or
programme

UIFW amounts incurred by entities in portfolio

Nature of UIFW expenditure R’million
• There was no unauthorised expenditure
incurred in the current year.

Unauthorised
expenditure

R3 MiR3
MillionllionR
R 2 million (2014-15)
406 million

PFMA

Audit report impact
There was no audit
report impact that
resulted from
unauthorised
expenditure.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Expenditure
incurred in
vain and
could have
been avoided
if reasonable
steps had
been taken.
No value for
money!

• The FW expenditure was as a result of the
late cancellation of services as well as
interest and penalties.

R 1 million
(2016-17)
Fruitless and wasteful
expenditure

R nil
(2015-16)

Fruitless and
wasteful expenditure
was not separately
reported in the audit
report.

R 1 million
(2014-15)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Expenditure
incurred in
contravention
of key
legislation;
goods
delivered but
prescribed
processes not
followed

• All irregular expenditure across the portfolio
was as a result of non-adherence to laws
and regulations pertaining to supply chain
management.

R423 million
R649 million

Irregular expenditure

R 238
million
2016-17

2015-16

The fact that irregular
expenditure was not
prevented was
reported at DCoG,
MISA and MDB in the
current financial year.

2014-15
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Fraud and consequence management
•

One auditee had material findings on non-compliance with legislation on consequence management

Investigations to be conducted on allegations of financial
and/or fraud and SCM misconduct within DCoG
(non-compliance included in the audit report).

Disciplinary steps
were not taken
against officials
who had incurred
and permitted F&W
expenditure

33% (DCoG)

Previous year unauthorised, irregular and fruitless and
wasteful expenditure reported for investigation
The National Treasury performed an investigation at the request of
the Department of Cooperative Governance. The investigation was
initiated based on possible fraudulent and/or irregular transactions
perpetrated through travel and accommodation and conferencing
arrangements done under the stewardship of the contracted travel
agency. The National Treasury subsequently engaged the South
African Police Service for a criminal investigation. At the end of the
reporting period, the investigation was not yet concluded.
Investigations were conducted by an external service provider into
various aspects of the Community Work Programme:
• Fraud allegations were investigated at Gauteng Region F of the
CWP. The investigation was finalised on 22 May 2017.
• A detailed review was performed on the CWP Management
Information System (MIS); this was concluded on 24 May 2017.
• The following aspects of the CWP were probed, namely project
management fees, analysis of payment batches, completeness
of the CWP asset register and an investigation of all instances of
irregular expenditure relating to this programme. This report was
issued on 26 June 2017.
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Top three root causes, follow up
on commitments and proposed
recommendations
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Top three root causes, follow up on commitments and proposed recommendations
1

2 … through honouring the following commitments made by the

… the following root causes must be
addressed …

executive authority……

2016-17

2015-16

Slow response by management (Accounting officer
and senior management)
DCoG, MISA, MDB

MDB,MISA, DCoG
MDB, MISA, DCoG

50% (3)
50% (3)

Lack of consequences for poor performance and
transgressions
DCoG, MISA
DCoG, MISA

Action plans to address repeat findings will be implemented
and monitored in a timely manner in order to improve the audit
outcome.

83% (5)

Instability or vacancies
in key positions

33% (2)
33% (2)

… and implementation of the following
proposed commitments by the PC.

Status of key commitment by minister

50% (3)
DCoG, DTA, MISA, MDB, CRL

3

Not implemented

In progress

Implemented

New

The commitment by the Minister to monitor the
implementation of audit action plans is in progress, it has
been successfully implemented at the DTA and CRL
however there has been very little to none improvement
at both DCoG and MISA. Therefore the commitment
should be reinforced at these two entities to facilitate an
improved outcome for 2017-18.

1. PC must request management to
provide feedback on the
implementation and progress and
of the action plans to address poor
audit outcomes (where applicable)
during quarterly reporting.
2. PC must request management to
provide quarterly feedback on
status of key controls, especially
on the CWP.
3. PC must be request quarterly
feedback on the progress of filling
vacant DG position at DCOG and
CEO position at MISA.
4. List of action taken against
transgressors must be provided
quarterly to PC for follow up for all
irregular expenditure incurred.

Instability in leadership with specific reference to the Director General position
at DCoG and the CEO position at MDB and MISA
Lack of consequence management for irregular expenditure incurred.
Inadequate contract management in place
Management did not ensure adequate record keeping at all times.

2016-17 PFMA
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5

AGSA audit methodology
improvements
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AGSA audit methodology improvements
Engaging accounting officers in conversations that are insightful, relevant and have an
impact

Status of
records review

Pro-active
follow up
procedures

Key control engagements /
status of records review – objectives

Identify key areas of concern that may derail progress
in the preparation of financial and performance
reports and compliance with relevant legislation and
consequential regression in audit outcome
Provide our assessment of the status of key focus
areas that we reviewed
Assess progress made in implementing action plans/
follow through with commitments made in previous
engagements
Identify matters that add value in putting measures
and action plans in place well in advance to mitigate
risks

Financial and non – financial information
(internal and external reports/documents
& discussions with senior managers)
Feedback linked to Focus Areas

Oversight and
monitoring
(Unchanged)
Financial
health
(Regressed)

IT
management
(Unchanged)

Financial
management
(Unchanged)

Performance
management
(Unchanged)

Status of key focus
areas

HR
management
(Unchanged)
Compliance
management
(Regressed)

Procurement
and contract
management
(Unchanged)
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AGSA audit methodology improvements (cont.)
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Source: Robert Klitgaard (academic anti-corruption research)

Correlation between low accountability, corruption and impact on service delivery

Corruption

Service Delivery
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Stay in touch with the AGSA
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